The paper provides the characteristic properties of half convex functions. The analytic and geometric image of half convex functions is presented using convex combinations and support lines. The results relating to convex combinations are applied to quasi-arithmetic means. MSC: 26A51; 26D15
Introduction
Through the paper we will use an interval I ⊆ R with the non-empty interior I  . Two subintervals of I specified by the point c ∈ I  will be denoted by I x≥c = {x ∈ I : x ≥ c} and I x≤c = {x ∈ I : x ≤ c}.
We say that a function f : I → R is right convex if it is convex on I x≥c for some point If a, b ∈ R are different numbers, say a < b, then every number x ∈ R can be uniquely presented as the affine combination
The above binomial combination of a and b is convex if, and only if, the number x belongs to the interval [a, b] . Given the function f : R → R, let f line {a,b} : R → R be the function of the line passing through the points (a, f (a)) and (b, f (b)) of the graph of f . Using the affinity of f line {a,b} , we get the equation
Assuming that f is convex, we get the inequality
and the reverse inequality
A general overview of convexity, convex functions, and applications can be found in 
Recent results
The following results on half convex functions have been presented in [] .
WRCF-Theorem (Weighted right convex function theorem) Let f (x) be a function defined on I and convex for x ≥ c ∈ I, and let p  , . . . , p n be positive real numbers such that
The inequality
holds for all x  , . . . , x n ∈ I satisfying 
holds for all x, y ∈ I such that px + ( -p)y = c.
Main results

Half convexity with convex combinations
The main result is Lemma ., which extends the right convexity of WRCF-Theorem to all convex combinations, without pre-selected coefficients p  , . . . , p n and without emphasizing the coefficient p = min{p  , . . . , p n }. Therefore, Jensen's inequality for right convex functions follows (using as usual non-negative coefficients in convex combinations). 
Lemma . Let f : I → R be a function that is convex on
holds for all binomial convex combinations from I satisfying px + qy = c.
Proof Let us prove the sufficiency using the induction on the integer n ≥ . The base of induction. Take a binomial convex combination from I satisfying px + qy ≥ c with x ≤ y and  < p < . If x ≥ c, we apply the Jensen inequality to get the inequality in equation (.) for n = . If x < c, we have x < c ≤ px + qy < y. Since px + qy lies between c and y, we have some convex combination p  c + q  y = px + qy with p  > . Then the affine combination
is convex since c lies between x and y, and hence
by assumption in equation (.). Using the convexity of f on I x≥c and the above inequality, it follows that
The step of induction. Suppose that the inequality in equation (.) is true for all corresponding n-membered convex combinations with n ≥ . Take an (n + )-membered convex combination from I satisfying 
we can apply the induction base with the points x = x  and y = n+ i= p i /( -p  )x i , and the coefficients p = p  and q =  -p  . Using the inequality in equation (.) and the induction premise
we get the inequality in equation (.) for the observed (n + )-membered combination.
Remark . The formula in equation (.) for the case x < c in the proof of Lemma . can be derived with exactly calculated convex combination coefficients. If d = px + qy, then we have the order x < c ≤ d < y. Using the presentation formula in equation (.), we determine the convex combinations
Applying the right convex function f , it follows that 
Half convexity with support lines
The main result is Lemma . complementing a geometric image of a right convex function satisfying Jensen's inequality for all binomial convex combinations with the center at the convexity edge-point c. The graph of such a function is located above the right tangent line at c. Regardless of convexity, we start with a trivial lemma which can be taken as Jensen's inequality for functions supported with the line passing through a point of its graph.
Lemma . Let f : I → R be a function, and let C(c, f (c)) be a point of the graph of f with c ∈ I
 . 
If there exists a line that passes through the point C below the graph of f , then the function f satisfies the inequality
holds for all points x ∈ I.
Proof The proof of necessity. Since the tangent line of a convex function is the support line, it is sufficient to prove the inequality in equation (.) for all x in I which are less than c. Take any such x. Then the c-centered convex combinations px + qy = c from I include only y > c. The inequality in equation (.) with these combinations can be adapted to the form Letting y go to c and p to  so that x stays the same, it follows that
Multiplying the above inequality with x -c < , we get the inequality in equation (.).
The proof of sufficiency. Using the convex function g : I → R defined by
we see that the inequality
The graph of the right convex function f with the right tangent line at the point c is presented in Figure  .
Based on Lemma . and its analogy for left convex functions, and also on Theorem ., we have the following characterization of half convex and half concave functions. 
Application to quasi-arithmetic means
In the applications of convexity to quasi-arithmetic means, we use strictly monotone continuous functions ϕ, ψ : Proof We prove the case that the function ψ is ϕ-convex on the interval J z≥d and increasing on the interval I. Put f = ψ • ϕ - . http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/13 refinements were studied in [] . A simple transformation for deriving new means was introduced in [] . In further research of half convexity it would be useful to include the functions of several variables. Their geometric characterization using support surfaces would be especially interesting.
